
Partnership with Iowa Coalition Against Domestic Violence:

Interview with Kirsten Faisal

In creating the ADMYRE teen dating violence simulation, Parenting: It’s a Life leadership

realized that this was a task that we could not do on our own. Our students deserve to have

the most accurate and applicable information so that they can apply what they learn to their

own lives and get a full understanding of what relationship abuse looks like. This is where

Kirsten comes in. Kirsten Faisal is the Director of Training and Technical Assistance for the

Iowa Coalition Against Domestic Violence (ICADV). Kirsten has a background of experience

working in public policy, connecting with public and private agencies, training hospital staff,

developing curriculum, working in crisis intervention, and more. Her level of experience

working with survivors of domestic violence and public policy offer a well-informed, unique

perspective to the ADMYRE stories.

PIAL leadership interviewed Kirsten to learn more about her experience working with PIAL

on the ADMYRE simulation.

We first asked Kirsten about her initial meeting and collaboration with PIAL, and

Kirsten talked about how her director connected her with the PIAL ADMYRE project.

Kirsten previously had experience with the “In Her Shoes simulation,” and she was

passionate about utilizing storytelling as a powerful means of teaching. This motivated

her to take on the ADMYRE simulation and start the collaboration with PIAL.

The next question we asked Kirsten was how the ADMYRE simulation aligns with the

mission and vision of ICADV. She responded with a famous Star Wars quote: “That’s

how we are gonna win. Not fighting what we hate, saving what we love.” Instead of

fighting the problem, she believes a more powerful solution is to put our energy towards

the future we want to create, which starts with educating our youth. It's vitally

important to engage with and support today’s youth who are “brilliant, energized, and

eager to change the world.”

The interview then leads into asking about her main focus and role in the new ADMYRE

stories. She talks about her aim in making the stories realistic as well as addressing the

story from the perspective of the person causing harm. It is important to share the

perspective of the person causing harm and the “perpetrator mindset,” to provide a

deeper understanding of how relationships can escalate into unhealthy and negative

outcomes.The stories should portray different types and dynamics of relationships to

ensure that students are exposed to what unhealthy relationships can look like in

different situations.

Next, Kirsten shared her perspective on what is important for 7th-12th graders to

experience in the ADMYRE simulation. The story-based simulation will allow students



to see another perspective and combat the stereotypes about a group of people. In

addition, the stories give space for students to talk about issues of harmful relationships

and domestic abuse without having to disclose any personal experiences they may have

in those situations. It’s important to talk about teen dating violence and unhealthy

relationships to this age of students. In the age of media, young people are exposed to

conflicting messages about relationships, gender, roles, expectations, and more. The

simulation provides a space where students can evaluate their wants, goals, and needs,

as well as critically examine the messages they are receiving on what their relationships

“should look like.”

We then asked Kirsten to speak on what her perspective and feedback will bring to the

ADMYRE stories and facilitator guide. She said “ I have listened to more survivors than

the average person. I’ve also listened to the perspectives of people who harm their

partner. While everyone’s experience is different, there are strands of abusive tactics,

impact, and response that run through all of them. So I notice when something doesn’t

seem realistic and I can provide suggestions for tweaking the script.” Her experience in

talking about domestic violence to different audiences allows her to add helpful

comments to include in the facilitator guide as she can help predict certain reactions,

questions, and points where tricky conversations might arise. Finally, her background

allows her to give feedback to help make the stories more realistic. In writing the stories,

we want the characters to have positive endings where they are safe, or that having

information on abusive behavior will keep the characters from being in abusive

relationships; however this does not always happen. While it can be hard to give a

realistic but more negative outcome, Kirsten emphasizes that: “Realism is important for

survivor participants especially because they already know the score.”

Finally, we asked Kirsten about the resources ICADV can provide to students currently

or in the future. Member programs are available if a teen needs services or would like to

volunteer. ICADV hosts events like providing prevention education to schools, annual

art events, lobby days at the capital, and more! She encourages students to seek out

these opportunities if they are interested in getting involved with ICADV.

Overall, the partnership with Kirsten and the ICADV has been a huge asset to the PIAL

team as they create the ADMYRE stories. Through her perspective, PIAL was able to

create stories that are realistic to domestic violence situations so that students are able

to truly understand what teen dating violence looks like and what they can do to prevent

it. The PIAL team is grateful for Kirsten’s excellent work editing our ADMYRE stories

and looks forward to collaborating more with ICADV in the future!


